A DV E RT I S E M E N T

G ET TH E LOO K

SCANDI BARN

INSPIRED BY THE NORDIC LOVE OF DESIGN SIMPLICIT Y, THIS SCANDINAVIAN
BARN ST YLE HOME IS WARM, INVITING AND AT ONE WITH ITS SURROUNDINGS

S

tanding tall on a corner block in the
picturesque Adelaide Hills, this striking home
turns heads on a daily basis. Bearing the hallmarks
of the Scandinavian Barn look, it was inspired by
homes usually found on acreage with multiple
linked pavilions. Its steeply pitched gable roof, dark
grey vertical Stria cladding in Dulux Klavier and
minimal eaves gives the home its clean lines, while
a striking brick chimney with a raw, aged patina
brings a contrasting textural element that flows
from the exterior into the interior living space. The
carefully chosen contrasting colour palette brings
together light and neutral shades with a dramatic
charcoal grey to create a striking exterior presence.

CONNECTED SPACES
The Scandi Barn look often brings natural materials
such as stone and brick together with fibre-cement
cladding to introduce warmth and create eyecatching accents. Custom home builders Aaron
Martin Construction chose to use James Hardie
Stria cladding vertically on the exterior of the
home for its eye-catching deep shadow lines and
versatility as a material, as well as its durability and
low maintenance requirements. This attention
to detail extended to ensuring the indoor and
outdoor living spaces connected seamlessly,
with soaring windows in the main pavilion as well
as a servery window from the kitchen leading to
an outdoor living area that’s made for relaxed
entertaining. The result is a warm and inviting home
that optimises its location and flows beautifully for
comfortable living all year round.
CUSTOMISE
YOUR LOOK
WHETHER USED
VERTICALLY OR
HORIZONTALLY, JAMES
HARDIE STRIA
CLADDING DELIVERS
THE LOOK YOU WANT
FOR A MODERN
AESTHETIC. AVAILABLE
IN YOUR CHOICE OF
255MM, 325MM AND
405MM WIDTHS WITH
A 15MM GROOVE FOR
STRONG, CLEAN LINES.

JAMESHARDIE.COM.AU

